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Abstract
At the University of Wollongong (UOW) Library we have been exploring ways to deliver information and digital literacy resources at point of need for students. Aligned with the University’s strategic direction, the Future Ready Library Strategy points to a digital first mindset and its application to services and resources offered to the UOW community. Combined with the need to embrace the real life challenges faced by higher education students in Australia today, this has led us to develop a suite of digital learning objects in collaboration with teaching academics that can be delivered at scale, enabling a sustainable way to target student needs. In this article, we discuss the drivers that have brought UOW Library to this point and outline the model for learning and teaching support for our academic community into the future.
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Introduction:
The University of Wollongong Library has been deliberately reducing face to face information literacy instruction over the past decade. Down from more than 700 classes per year conducted between 2007-2009, last year the number was 35 and we expect this to decrease further as time goes on. Instead, we are leveraging relationships with the academic community to provide targeted, just in time, information and digital literacy resources for students within their learning management system and on a range of other online platforms.
This article outlines our journey to this point and provides a model for a sustainable and scalable learning and teaching support service into the future.

**Australian Higher Education Context**

The majority of universities in Australia are public and rely heavily on federal government funding (Department of Education, 2018). Policy restraints mean that all publicly funded universities deliver the full spectrum of degrees from undergraduate to doctoral level and are dependent for funding on both student enrolments and outcomes such as research grants, outputs and higher degree research (HDR) completions (Davis, 2013). Funding for student enrolments has been frozen at 2017 levels until 2020 (Bexley, 2019) and universities choosing to enrol over these student numbers do not receive government financial support for this.

Universities offset some of these funding restraints with increasing numbers of full fee paying international students. Many universities rely on these full fee paying students to ensure continued growth and development of services and facilities across the entire student body (Min & Falvey, 2018).

The effects of these policy environment pressures play out in the student experience. Increasing the numbers of students coming to university increases the diversity, backgrounds and ongoing needs of those students. The dilemma is how to foster and sustain personalised student experiences, at scale, within the constraints of shrinking budgets such as those faced by Australian universities.

80% of Australian domestic students are working as well as studying, with one in three students regularly missing class because they are working (Universities Australia, 2018). Students are time shifting their opportunities to interact and engage with the universities and are increasingly interacting with us online even if they are on campus or enrolled as face to face students. Technology enables obvious opportunities in this space, however, providing a meaningful experience in an online environment is challenging.

Within this context, student retention is a critical issue for universities. Personalised, student centric approaches to support services are clear indicators of student success (Department of Education and Training, 2017) and Australian universities are firmly focused on ways to improve student experience and retention.

The University of Wollongong (UOW) operates within this national higher education context. Located about a 90 minutes drive south of Sydney, Wollongong is a regional centre with strong links to industry and is a gateway to the south coast of New South Wales. The University is consistently ranked highly for student outcomes and quality of graduates, alongside strong research performance (University of Wollongong, 2019). At the time of writing, UOW has close to 36,000 students enrolled across 365 degree programs on multiple campus locations. The majority of students attend the Wollongong campus or one of our other regional or metropolitan centres, however, just over 20% of those students are at offshore campus locations including Dubai, Hong Kong and Singapore (University of Wollongong, 2019a). These multiple campus
locations provide their own unique flavour to the UOW experience, but typically, share core business functionality such as IT and Library services and operate under policies and procedures that are aligned with UOW’s vision and purpose.

The University is developing an online-only teaching offering to sit alongside the increasingly hybrid delivery versions of the traditional face to face mode. As most of our students interact with us online in some way, even if they are fully enrolled on campus, business units are being tasked to develop service models that include access points beyond traditional opening hours and channels of communication; requiring collaboration across units at a scale untested so far in our institutional history. Constrained budgets and the need to personalise service at scale means moving support services into the online space to maximise the student experience. Effective cross institutional triaging of these services to ensure students get access to the most relevant information for their needs with as few clicks as possible is a critical wicked problem currently confronting us.

The Library has been well placed to respond to this, having had a focus on unmediated access to resources and information as well as extended on-campus opening hours for many years. This has been formalised in recent years through a digital first focus in our strategic and operational plans.

**UOW Library Context**

Like many other academic libraries, the campus library at Wollongong has seen significant decreases in circulation of the physical collection over time, combined with an increase in visits to the building as students seek study spaces and associated infrastructure. In the eight years from 2010, student borrowings of physical items from Wollongong campus library fell from 276,000 to just 56,000, a drop of almost 80%. This has prompted the Library to reduce the space taken up by the physical collections through digitisation, reduction, and off-site storage of low use resources.

The collection development policy states a position and commitment towards an e-preferred model for acquisitions and encourages use of electronic materials for core and recommended readings to support anywhere, anytime access to resources (University of Wollongong, 2017). At the same time, a 2015 student survey revealed significant dissatisfaction with the interfaces or accessing Library resources. Improvements to the discovery layer prompted by these results led to a significant increase in usage from 2017 onwards.

**Information literacy and Liaison Services**

From 2007–2009 UOW liaison librarians taught over 700 face to face information literacy classes to more than 18,000 students per year. In 2011, incoming Vice-Chancellor Professor Paul Wellings signalled a shift in strategic priorities to drive research activity, saying that UOW should “aspire to create an environment where Wollongong is in the top 1 per cent of Universities in the world” (Hall, 2011), with a particular goal to increase recognition of the University of Wollongong in the international research community. For the Library, where...
learning and teaching excellence held focus and capabilities at that time, a turning point was in sight as we refocused our priorities to align with the institutional direction.

Other than a slight uptick in 2015, face to face classes have been in steady decline since 2009. By 2017 we were down to 67 information and digital literacy classes taught by liaison librarians in the year and this halved again in 2018 to 34 classes in total (some delivered online through Adobe Connect). This number is expected to further decline for 2019 (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1: Information literacy classes at UOW Library 2007-2018**

There have been significant challenges and bumps in the road along the way. Faculty teaching staff highly valued the fact that a librarian would teach in their subjects from year to year meaning that initial conversations about a different approach were often challenging. In the early years, liaison librarians were stretched to their limits, and struggled to take on new types of work. Liaison (then Faculty) librarians supported teaching and learning through the delivery of information literacy classes and collection development functions. During this period only one librarian supported research impact and analysis. The shift in University priorities and the directive for academics to be ‘research active’ necessitated more support for researchers, and our message to teaching staff became mixed.

Following from this increased demand for supporting research, an outreach team was formed in 2011 with the intention to have discussions with all academics about how we might support them with their (mostly research) priorities. A Research Analysis and Impact Service (RIAS) was launched, which included providing reports about the research impact of individual academics, high level literature scans, and journal impact reports to support strategic publishing. Crucially, the new focus on research support services was the beginning of our understanding about the
value of focused conversations, active listening and relationship building with the academic community to inform the development of library services.

During this period the Liaison Services team continued to teach information literacy face to face, however, the number of classes decreased every year. To do the new work of supporting research, it was essential to reduce the number of tutorial teaching instances by negotiating to teach into larger lectures instead as it was no longer sustainable to teach into several tutorials for the same subject. At the same time, the changing nature of student life required we rethink equitable ways to provide information and digital literacy information and skills, rather than relying on the traditional idea that all students are coming onto campus for lectures. For smaller cohorts we took a blended / flipped approach wherever possible. The conversations we had with Faculty teaching staff were often difficult, and changing attitudes and showing the value of online rather than face to face was not always easy for academic staff or librarians. The main concern from librarians and academics alike, was that students would not learn information literacy skills as effectively online. However, the literature shows that this is not necessarily the case. The benefits of meeting students where they are cannot be underestimated (Maddison 2013) and a systematic review comparing blended, online and face-to-face information literacy instruction has indicated no difference between face-to-face and online instruction using a pre and post testing methodology (Weightman, Farnell, Morris, Strange, & Hallam, 2017).

As we progressed, we continued to develop our understanding of the value of working with and listening to academics about their priorities, as well as their students’ needs. Many agree that increased collaboration between librarians and academic teaching staff is essential to improving student’s information literacy skills (Yevelson-Shorsher & Bronstein, 2018, Farrell & Badke, 2015) and Bapte (2019) goes as far as saying information literacy outcomes cannot be achieved without this collaborative effort.

Faculty teaching staff do not always have a clear understanding of their students’ needs in relation to information and digital literacy and rely heavily on the expertise of librarians, partly because over many years, libraries have successfully managed to hold onto a siloed, expert knowledge in this area (Cowan 2014). However, the context that an academic can provide to students when connecting these skills to subject material and subsequent assessment tasks is invaluable for understanding why they are learning the skill in context to their discipline. Farrell & Badke (2015) call this ’situated learning’ and say that academics are key to integrating IL into the curriculum as they understand the information related behaviours key to their particular discipline. This is especially important for students who are learning online or in blended environments, or unable to attend face to face information literacy classes for other reasons (Maddison 2013). Situating information and digital literacy content in the LMS with context provided by the lecturer or subject coordinator provides an authentic and engaging learning environment.

**Future Ready Library Services**
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In February 2018, Library leadership delivered a strategic roadmap document entitled ‘The Future Ready Library: UOW Library 2021’ (University of Wollongong Library, 2018). This roadmap is focused on skills for the future and was influenced and informed by interactions with a wide range of clients and stakeholders from the UOW community and followed an extensive analysis of national and global trends of academic libraries. The focus on rapidly changing practices in the development and application of technology from documents such as the NMC Horizon Report – Library edition 2017; and SCONUL Report 2017 - Mapping the Future of Academic Libraries was interpreted in the context of the University of Wollongong. This resulted in an overarching guiding principle for the future, requiring all Library staff and services to apply an ‘online first’ mindset. This principle has since evolved to become digital first and includes a set of guiding principles (See Table 1).

Table 1 – Digital First Principles at UOW Library

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design with the user</td>
<td>User-centred design starts with getting to know and understand the people you are designing for through conversations, observation and co-creation. Consider universal design principles wherever possible for the best user outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empower users of digital</td>
<td>Ensure investment addresses the needs of students, academics and researchers. Strive for seamless anytime, anywhere, any device access to University services. Facilitate personal agency through self-service, reduced manual intervention and de-duplication of effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ease of use</td>
<td>Minimise technical complexity and diversity. Strive to actively simplify digital architecture and infrastructure to improve the user experience and to minimize overheads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Be collaborative</td>
<td>Digital initiatives will challenge the traditional siloed structures. These challenges will need to be overcome through collaborative efforts as no one unit can drive digital strategy alone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design for scale</td>
<td>Seek to make informed tactical decisions based on the understanding of the long-term, enterprise strategy. Achieving scale requires adoption beyond pilots and trials and often requires ongoing funding, infrastructure and partners to take the initiative to new or expanding communities or regions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agility and flexibility</td>
<td>As the priorities and requirements of the Library, University and its user community change, solutions, resources and services need to evolve, adapt and change while minimising cost, risk and impact of changes to the users, systems and environment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understand the existing ecosystem</td>
<td>Well designed initiatives and digital tools consider the particular structures and needs that exist in each unit,</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Within the roadmap and guided heavily by the digital first principles, there are two key areas of focus which influenced our current service model for the delivery of integrated information and digital literacies in the curriculum, particularly related to the Library goal ‘Optimise digitally-enabled learning and service environments’. The first area of focus is the improved provision of self-mediated point of need access to learning resources and the second is to scope alternatives for the delivery of the StartSmart information literacy modules and hurdle quiz. Through various name changes and iterations, the compulsory first year experience program StartSmart has been the flagship for the scalable delivery of Information Literacy and academic integrity skills development to all commencing coursework students for 20 years. With the shift in focus to just in time, integrated library content for students, it was timely to review the purpose and function of this program and from 2020 StartSmart, will no longer contain any information literacy skills content, instead focusing on academic integrity expectations and requirements, led by the University’s Academic Integrity Unit and aligned to a national regulatory standard (Department of Education, 2018a).

The initial impetus of these two key drivers enabled members of the Liaison Services team to delve more fully into the creation of digital alternatives, to develop online interactive tutorials and videos based on search skills, and combine digital literacies knowledge to enhance traditional information literacy concepts like peer review and Library database instruction.

This combined with the reality of the students’ need or desire to learn anywhere/anytime, requires that we are targeted in our approach to integrating information and digital literacy skills into the curriculum, to reach as many students as we can at every campus, as well as distance and online only students (Maddison 2013). Course or subject material, resources and other supports, therefore, must be available or indicated at point of need. Our content must engage students where they are when they need it. Providing a recording of a lecture in the online space may be the easy option if a subject is taught both on campus and online, but this is an isolating and disengaging experience for online only students (Stone, 2017). Wherever possible we should be providing support which is embedded into the curriculum at the right time and place, that is, when students most need to utilise their information and digital literacy skills such as when they are finding information to complete assessment tasks (Maddison 2013, Stone & O’Shea, 2019).
Providing easy links to timely relevant support, within learning content is an important way to point students in the right direction for the appropriate help they may need, at the right time (Stone & O’Shea, 2019). Students need access to support material relevant at that point in time so they don’t have to look in multiple places and risk getting lost or disengaged.

**Development of Digital Learning Objects**

Online learning offers many benefits to students, Faculty staff and other units such as the Library. For librarians a primary advantage is that it allows for the integration of scalable information and digital literacies skills instruction at point of need, to provide timely support for students in relevance to course content.

In line with the strategic institutional move to blended and online modes of delivering course content, liaison librarians in consultation with academics, have developed a suite of Digital Learning Objects (DLOs) to convey concepts and skills that were once delivered face-to-face in one shot information literacy classes. Library DLOs are developed to meet the specific needs of the UOW community, as an institution with multiple campuses and delivery modes. The Library’s aim in creating DLOs is to provide scalable, sustainable solutions to students’ learning needs within a changing digital environment.

The suite of DLOs includes, but is not limited to, YouTube videos and online tutorials created using the Guide on the Side (Gots) web application. DLO’s are modular, chunked down and placed at point of need. They can be included in either subject or course level Moodle sites with context provided around the object by the academic. We also have DLOs embedded in database descriptions within the A-Z Database list and in some Library Guides.

The full list of public DLOs can be viewed from the Library’s [Finding Information Guide](#). The UOW EQUELLA Repository hosts all DLOs in the Library Learning Object Collection, including DLOs that are not public and are intended for specific subjects.

**The New Model of Engagement**

The UOW Library Liaison Services team’s primary purpose is:

“To develop and deliver Library resources and services that contribute to the academic community at UOW successfully engaging in learning, teaching and research activities”

Combined with the new focus on a digital first offering and mindset, it became clear that we needed a new approach to supporting teaching and learning. As already described, this centres around the development and creation, or reuse of Digital learning objects (DLOs) which can be sustainably maintained over time to benefit as many students as possible.

In 2019, the Liaison Services team leaders developed a model to act as a blueprint for the service offering, which is critical for supporting sustainable and scalable library services that offer value to our stakeholders (Phillips, 2016) and not just a scattergun approach to the development of DLOs. Specifically, the model outlines how the Library’s Liaison Services team...
supports the sustainable and scalable integration of information and digital literacy skills into the curriculum at UOW.

There is limited literature focused on the combined scalability and sustainability of online information literacy instruction in university libraries. The existing literature is centred around embedded librarianship (Luca, 2019; Allen, 2017, Maddison 2013), and level of engagement with asynchronous learning modules (Thompson and Carrier, 2016). Allen (2017) also notes that accreditation can be satisfied by developing a well thought out plan of action for sustainable and scalable delivery of online IL instruction.

Our model seeks to engage with targeted academic staff with the aim of integrating DLOs into the curriculum at UOW in both a scalable and sustainable fashion. Members of the Liaison Services team are currently seeking to advance knowledge in this gap in the literature via a research project with the aim to evaluate our digital learning objects, and aspects of this model, for practical application at other institutions.

In order to be efficient with time and resources, and to ensure reach to students at other campuses and online, the model requires the Liaison Services team target subject coordinators of large first year subjects, and coordinators of Capstone, Honours and appropriate core postgraduate coursework subjects. The team will respond to requests for assistance from other academics as required, however, the focus of the proactive engagement is on these large cohorts in the first instance.

**The Conversation Framework**

Integral to the model is the conversation framework (Figure 2). Focused questions and a collaborative approach can assist with engagement and conversations with Faculty teaching staff around learning and teaching needs and greatly increase the outcomes for students (Yevelson-Shorsher & Bronstein, 2018, Bapte, 2019).
Figure 2: Conversation framework for information and digital literacy skills integration

It is not the purpose of these conversations to tell academics what they need or to ‘sell’ them DLOs. Use of focussed questions in these meetings is designed to enable collaborative discussion with the rest of the Liaison Services team about the best approach to meeting the needs of this group of students. Importantly, the conversation can start anywhere on this spectrum, it is needs based and not necessarily a linear process.

The aim of these targeted conversations with subject coordinators is to ask open questions to discover the unmet needs of their students in relation to the skills required to find, evaluate and use information for that subject or course. We work with academics to identify the key information and digital literacy skills needs of their students, and to identify and integrate appropriate solutions into the curriculum at a point where they are most relevant to the students. In these conversations we are also seeking to identify and unpack key problem areas or ‘sticking points’ and apply a threshold concept approach to the development of solutions.

The conversation is then bought back to the Library team to consider solutions and conduct a gap analysis. We look at the desired information and digital literacy learning outcomes and map them to the learning objects and resources that we already have available. We use Digital Learning Object guidelines to help us decide if we develop a new DLO, or recreate, remix or reuse a resource from another institution in line with our principles that any new learning solution can be both scalable and sustainable.

Another conversation aim is to assist in suggestions for providing meaningful context to DLOs within the subject. The value of this discussion with the Subject coordinator is that we can give
guidance about where the DLO is placed within the learning platform, and the context for the skills being learnt in relation to (for example) an assessment task.

An integral part of the conversation framework process is to explore how feedback and evaluation can be built in. Questions like ‘How will you know if your students’ understanding of [skill] has increased as a result of the DLO?’ and ‘Would you be open to me returning at the end of semester to discuss how it went?’ are included. We also include feedback forms at the end of our DLOs in order to directly gather student feedback. All of this informs the ongoing review and maintenance of our DLO collection and to a certain degree forms part of the evaluation research project we are currently undertaking.

**Beyond Future Ready**

The combined pressures of Australian universities reliance on federal government funding, concerns about attrition, and the realities of student life today has led to our current practice in delivering information and digital literacies.

While we have been building towards this current state for some time, it is early days yet for the structured, conversation-based approach the team is taking to supporting learning and teaching through the provision of information and digital literacy learning objects. The findings from the research evaluation project currently underway will help inform future directions for the Library’s service offerings in this space.

The model and conversation framework have allowed us to be both proactive and responsive to the needs of academics and students at the University of Wollongong. Through consultation with academics along the way we have been able to increase their understanding of the ways we can support their students beyond face to face classes – facilitating a true paradigm shift. This very real issue of how to meet the needs of our students wherever they are is not unique to us, but is a matter for academic libraries across the globe.
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